Elevated Toilet Seat with Arms

Note: Inspect all components for shipping damage. If any parts are missing or damaged, contact your dealer/retailer for replacements.

To Install:
1. Remove the existing toilet seat and lid from the toilet and set aside. **DO NOT DISPOSE** - You will be reattaching them to the toilet in step 3.
2. Place the elevated seat on the toilet bowl so the holes line up where the seat and lid will reattach.
3. Place the seat and lid on top of the elevated seat and, using the extra long screws and wing nuts provided, secure to the toilet. **NOTE:** The screws should go through the lid, seat and elevated toilet seat and attach to the existing toilet tank by tightening the wing nuts to the screws.
4. Be sure to securely tighten wing nuts to prevent the elevated seat from dislodging.

Care and Maintenance:
Do not use an abrasive cleaner. Use a non-abrasive cleaner with warm water. Periodically inspect all components for damage or looseness. **DO NOT USE IF THE SEAT IS LOOSE!** Retighten using enclosed directions.

Warning:
- Do not use this product without first reading and understanding the instruction sheet. Otherwise, injury or damage may occur.
- Elevated seats with arms are not designed to support total body weight. They should be used for assistance only.
- Weight capacity - 300 lb. (136.36 kg)